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Abstract: This paper presents an inquiry into the differential performativity of academic knowledges on transport and mobility in policy and practice. Drawing on an extensive literature review, it sets out to identify various paradigms of academic knowledge in the field. Focusing on the particular case of Brussels, which is confronted with acute transport and mobility issues, the paper consequently traces how academic knowledges are picked up in various circuits of knowledge aiding in agenda-setting processes and ultimately materializing (or not) in actual policies, plans, and projects. The analysis shows that the three paradigms emerging from the literature—respectively the orthodox, sustainable, and critical paradigms—have a very differential impact in the Brussels policy field. In practice, the debate is centred around a rather secondary opposition between an essentially neoclassical, growth-oriented agenda on the one hand, and a largely depoliticized sustainable paradigm on the other. The critical paradigm, which highlights more structural inequalities underpinning transport and mobility issues, does not translate into an official political agenda. This may indicate that the impact of critical knowledges in contemporary urban regimes is quite limited, and consequently raises the salience of grasping the intricate mobilities of potentially critical policy alternatives.
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1. Introduction.

While urban policies gestate within particular territories that require place-based visions and solutions, they are to an ever-increasing degree developed, implemented and legitimized in relation to policies and practices developed elsewhere. Emphasizing the growing importance of the interplay between territorial fixity and relational flows (Massey, 2011; E. McCann & Ward, 2010), numerous studies into policy ‘circulation’, ‘transfer’, and ‘mobility’ (Bunnell & Diganta, 2009; Cook & Ward, 2012; Dolowitz & Marsh, 2000; E. McCann, 2013; E. McCann & Ward, 2011; Swanson, 2013) have revealed variegated geographies of diffusion of ideas through various policy circles, notably in the field of urban transport (De Jong & Edelenbos, 2007; Ison, Marsden, & May, 2011; Wood, 2014). However, an issue that has received comparatively less attention is the specific role of academics and academic knowledges in the engendering and circulation of these mobile policies (Healey, 2013). This relative absence is notable in the particular case of urban transport and mobility studies, which do very often have an ‘applied’ character in their orientation to speak to practitioners, planners, and policy makers. This issue is all the more pressing since many contemporary urban concepts—e.g. the “smart city” and "compact city”— are built implicitly or explicitly around a transport and mobility dimension (Cameron, Kenworthy, & Lyons, 2003; Dieleman, Dijst, & Spit, 1999; Neirotti, De Marco, Cagliano, Mangano, & Scorrano, 2014).

The purpose of this paper is therefore twofold. First, we intend to identify the contemporary knowledges that come out of the scholarly literature on transport and mobility. Second, once identified, we wish to research to what extent these knowledges have been ‘received’ in policy fields in the particular setting of Brussels. By this two-pronged approach, we aim to reconstruct different ‘circuits of knowledge’ (Featherstone & Venn, 2006; Healey, 2013; E. J. McCann, 2008) in the field of urban transport and mobility. With this type of conceptualization, we wish to stress that practitioners and academics alike are inserted in social networks that stretch beyond the particular territory, granting those participating...
access to intellectual resources — i.e. ‘knowledge’ or ‘expertise’ — but also the authority (not) to act on the basis of their positionality. Importantly, ‘traditional’ assumptions about the directionality of knowledge flows - i.e. from the academy to the wider society - need to be revised. Knowledge production in ‘applied fields’ like transport and mobility often hinge on bilateral exchanges with non-academic actors. As circuits of knowledge de facto embrace a wide range of non-academic actors including (but not limited to) politicians, technocrats, civil servants, consultants and urban planning ‘gurus’, civil society groups, and private companies, the usual vector of ‘evidence-based’ decision-making is more often than not contested by an opposite one of “decision-based evidence-making” (Slater, 2008, p. 219). Nevertheless, academics have shown their ability to provide an ‘intellectual fix’ that may help secure a political consensus (‘political fix’) and produce particular infrastructural and spatial typologies (‘infrastructural fix’ (Healey, 2008) and ‘spatial fix’ ((Harvey, 2001))).

The paper broaches this problematic by studying how such triple fixes (may) come about in the particular setting of Brussels. Brussels constitutes a salient case for at least two reasons. First, as the city is hosting various European Union institutions, we can hypothesize that metropolitan actors in Brussels lay within physical and networked proximity to trans-national policy circles. Second, turning to the types of knowledges that are circulating, from the onset we should note a long territorial tradition vested on functionalist, car-oriented planning, which path-dependencies are likely to give rise to primarily technical conceptualizations of Brussels’ mobility problems. These traditions may prevent practitioners and policy makers to engage in other types of policy circuits, which resultantly may disconnect them from alternative agendas that embed urban transport and mobility in wider political and economic debates. Earlier research has indeed illustrated that the long-lasting relationship between the elaboration of technical knowledge, political consensus and infrastructural development in Brussels for specific transport projects, for instance the construction of the underground metro network (Zitouni & Tellier, 2013). Here, we wish to elaborate on the more
systemic relationship between academic knowledges and territorially defined policy agendas within the urban regime of Brussels.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section will motivate our choice of concepts and how these aid in laying-out the paper’s methodology. The third section reports on three distinct ‘paradigms’ of academic knowledge identified in the extant literature on urban transport and mobility – namely the ‘orthodox’, the ‘sustainable’ and the ‘critical’ paradigms. Sections four and five then trace how these knowledges dovetail with how transport and mobility issues are framed by practitioners and policy-makers in Brussels. This analysis shows that the degree to which various academic knowledges about transport and mobility are performative in policy fields is in fact very differential. It appears that the Brussels policy field has been extremely receptive of ‘orthodox’, and recently also ‘sustainable’ transport and mobility paradigms, whereas more ‘critical’ academic knowledge has so far been unable to stretch successfully beyond the borders of academia and towards established policy-making circles. The paper concludes with a plea for further research on the geographies of critical policy mobility.
2. Methodology: Transport and mobility ‘paradigms’ and their performativity

Two epistemological vantage points predicate our research. First, we assert the situatedness of (academic) knowledge, and therefore posit that concrete sociologies and geographies underpin the processes of distribution of academic knowledge. Many academic fields harbor various academic traditions or ‘paradigms’ which are imbued with particular ontological, epistemological, and methodological predispositions, typical of how academic communities evolve (Kuhn, 1962). This implies that distinct subfields in the literature can be identified around specific but dynamic ‘cores,’ although they may share several common points across their generally porous boundaries. Second, as academics working within thusly defined paradigms stretch out to engage with practitioners and policy makers, they can be understood to have potentially varying degrees of performativity (Callon, 2007; MacKenzie, 2006). As ‘applied’ scientists, scholars of urban transport and mobility have the power to make and shape urban realities, beyond merely analyzing and describing them as assume neutral observers. At this stage, academic paradigms may become mobilized in policy fields such as transport and mobility, hence starting to ‘perform’ reality in particular ways. Following a critical-realist position (Sayer, 2000), this performativity should be interpreted as ‘weak’ performativity (Christophers, 2014), as ultimately social change equally depends on particular changes in material conditions and the associated urban regimes.

In order to bring together both elements, one can fruitfully draw on the notion of ‘circuits of knowledge’, which are conceptualized to assemble academic and non-academic knowledge and expertise that crosscuts various policy circles. Taking inspiration from media studies, we argue that, while being subject to both internal and external tensions, different circuits ultimately reflect a community of academics and non-academics, who share ways of ‘framing’ reality, which has implications for how political agendas are set and ultimately how agents act in the world (Goffmann, 1974; Scheufele, 2000). Relevant for our approach is that
we acknowledge the power of academics in influencing how policy agendas are set by practitioners and policy makers, including how problems are defined (or not), visions are designed (or not), and solutions are fabricated (or not). Potentially, academic knowledge may help dominant actors work towards stabilizing and reproducing their position by (re-)setting research and policy agendas along existing problem definitions. Thus forged knowledge hegemonies or ‘intellectual fixes’ often exclude ‘alternative’ visions and solutions from purposely narrowed-down debate that helps sustain the (post-)political order (Mouffe, 2005, 2013).

Practically, our methodology revolved around (i) a mapping of contemporary scholarly paradigms about urban transport and mobility in the academic literature, and (ii) an analysis of how and to what extent these paradigms have become performative by becoming involved (or not) in circuits of knowledge in the particular setting of Brussels. For the first part, we have run several queries applying keywords such as “urban transport,” “urban mobility,” “transport policy,” “transport planning,” and—to detect critical perspectives—“commons”, “critical,” “alternative,” and “the right to the city” in Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science. We have retrieved in this way close to 600 articles from the wide literature on urban transport and planning from the past 50 years, of which 150 have been selected for an in-depth review on the basis of their citation statistics. The review intended to detect the varying paradigmatic orientations of the authors as evidenced from their ontological, epistemological and methodological markers, and therefore allowed us to build-up inductively a map of communities of scholars in the field. In the analysis, we took note of tensions and debates within these categories, as well as underlining several common points and concepts shared by multiple circuits, stretching beyond their fuzzy borders. Although we recognize the social networks behind these circuits, we were mainly interested in tracing the end-result of what had been produced in their underlying scholarly communities.
Second, we examined the relationship between the identified academic paradigms and transport and mobility policies in the case of Brussels. To capture the different knowledges and perspectives on transport and mobility present in Brussels, 19 semi-structured interviews have been conducted with high-rank officials representing and (due to their strategic position) actively defining key stakes and strategies within the field. Interviewees included mobility authorities at the municipal, regional, and federal level, public transport operators, members of the civil society, and local academics. The interviewees have been asked about their broad transport policy as well as particular transport projects currently developed or discussed in Brussels. The interviews have then been coded to allow for an effective narrative analysis to trace how interviewees frame and make sense of the complex Brussels transport and mobility reality. This has been accompanied by a review of academic and grey literature produced by the interviewees’ institutions, including the project of Regional Sustainable Development Plan (Brussels-Capital Region, 2014), the Regional Mobility Plan (Bruxelles Mobilité, 2011, p. 2), policy reports, political party programmes, bulletins and magazines published by citizen groups, academic articles specifically dealing with the Brussels’ case, and a variety of newspaper and blog articles.

In the end, we infer the performativity of a particular academic paradigm from the degree to which this paradigm is mirrored in the salience of a particular agenda around which urban transport stakeholders gather in Brussels. We simultaneously infer that the non-presence of certain issues may suggest the failure of a particular type of knowledge to emerge and consolidate to form a fully-fledged circuit of knowledge with potential agenda-setting and ultimately material properties.
3. Three paradigms of academic knowledge about urban transport

3.1. The ‘orthodox’ paradigm

Our discussion on three distinct ‘paradigms’ of academic knowledge about urban transport and mobility (see Table 1 for a synthesis) opens with the identification of the ‘orthodox’ paradigm as the most prevalent one emerging from our review, for it has been embraced and reproduced by an overwhelming amount of academic articles in transport-focused journals.¹ This body of work appears to build on two basic but largely unquestioned principles. First, it approaches transport as an essentially neo-classical discipline that hinges almost exclusively on rational decisions. On the individual level, this implies a largely liberal perspective in which drivers and passengers are assumed to be making ‘pragmatic,’ ‘utility-based,’ ‘rational’ and ‘free’ choices in order to maximise their utility when opting for particular travel patterns, which have further impacts on decisions concerning housing and employment location (as criticised by (Dobruszkes & Duquenne, 2004). On the systemic level, orthodox transport policy and planning appear under continuous influence of positivism, according to which scientific knowledge about transport is acquired primarily from empirical data, rather than from theoretical conceptualisations. As “positivism in transport modelling is typically accompanied by the predictive approach of naïve instrumentalism, by which the validity of any model is solely determined by the numerical accuracy of its predictions” (Timms, 2008, p. 400), “the theory gives rise to the model” (Bell, 1997, p. 36 qtd. in (Timms, 2008, p. 400). At the same time, orthodox transport planners mathematically compute traffic management strategies and models that in frequent analogy to natural physical laws—such as the “gravity model” alluding to Newtonian physics—give transport an aura of an almost uniformly ‘expert’-led, highly technical and essentially ‘rational,’ scientific discipline.

Second, the ‘orthodox’ paradigm envisions transport planning as major contributor to economic growth. As better transport infrastructure supposedly leads to increased overall speeds, smoother traffic flows, and consequently to decreased travel times that are monetised and deemed “unproductive” (as criticised by (Jain & Lyons, 2008, p. 81), it is meant to reduce costs in inter-urban, regional and national trade. To achieve this, transport engineers have developed traffic forecasting and demand models that to a large extent follow the four stage transport model of (i) trip generation, (ii) distribution, (iii) mode choice and (iv) assignment (McNally, Hensher, & Button, 2007). They have been widely applied alongside econometric analyses, computable general equilibrium (CGE) models (Bröcker, Korzhenevych, & Schürmann, 2010; Buckley, 1992; de Almeida, Haddad, & Hewings, 2010; Koglin & Rye, 2014; Venables, 2007), and the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) (Girnau & Blennemann, 1989; Litman, 1997; Prest & Turvey, 1965), which over years have become particularly frequently applied and therefore the most representative instrument within the neo-classical toolbox.

Despite recent critiques of the orthodox paradigm, in particular what concerns its emphasis on the car as primary transport technology, and the resultant mono-functionalism and physical separation of people and traffic, its continuous importance is evident. CBA remains popular among transport academics and practitioners alike (Eliasson, 2009; Rotaris, Danielis, Marcucci, & Massiani, 2010), having been widely embraced by the “intelligent” and “smart” transport systems that rely on “big data” collection and processing (Velaga, Beecroft, Nelson, Corsar, & Edwards, 2012). The prevalence of the orthodox thought is further discernible in the persistence of close ties between transport policy-making and civic engineering and economics, leading public institutions to de-politicise their objectives. Thus, instead of questioning and reshaping the technical, ‘expert’-derived ‘rationality,’ the orthodox circuit continues to embrace it uncritically (Dobruszkes & Duquenne, 2004).
3.2. The ‘sustainable’ paradigm

The orthodox preoccupation with predominantly neo-classical and economic motivations behind transport has been particularly criticised by scholars forming part of what we identify as the “sustainable” paradigm. The self-proclaimed “sustainable mobility paradigm” (Banister, 2008, 2011a, 2011b; Banister & Hickman, 2013; Tight et al., 2011) appears as the main conceptualisation aspiring to outline a series of guidelines for establishing an “alternative” to orthodox urban transport planning, and in particular to car-oriented mono-functional planning. Unlike the orthodox paradigm primarily preoccupied with transport infrastructure, the sustainable paradigm offers a more actor-centred perspective. It vigorously supports designing large, dense (‘proximity-based’), and ‘mixed-use’ cities by establishing stronger links between land-use and transport policy helping reduce the number, scale and length of journeys through limiting distances between activities and functions. The sustainable circuit therefore promotes a shift from car towards ‘soft’ transport modes and public transport. It further breaks with purely economic perspectives on mobility. It embraces a wider spectrum of environmental and social challenges, pays more attention to individual behaviours and lifestyles, and calls for more participative ways of generating transport policies and practices to include a wider range of urban stakeholders. ‘Sustainable’ transport is thus envisioned as “an essential element in city viability, vibrancy and vitality (Banister, 2011b, p. 953) that is both “attractive and affordable” (Banister, 2008, p. 75). It constitutes the key component of the “good city” (Jacobs, 2011) not only economically performing in the neo-classical terms, but also socially cohesive and diverse, environmentally-friendly, healthy and participative.

In practical terms, one way in which sustainable transport scholars have attempted to transcending the orthodox approach has been by improving its main instrument: the cost-benefit analysis. Thus conceived multi-criteria analysis (Tudela, Akiki, & Cisternas, 2006), social cost-benefit analysis (Saitua, 2007) multi-actor multi-criteria analysis (Macharis, De Witte, & Turcksin, 2010), socially- and
Wee, 2009; Jones & Lucas, 2012) and studies on transport equity and equality (Ahmed, Lu, & Ye, 2008; Lucas, 2012) have led public authorities and planning offices to develop traffic models incorporating a variety of social and environmental factors.
| **orthodox** | • transport as a neo-classical discipline  
- on the individual level: users/passengers as rational actors maximising their profits via ‘utility-based’ choices  
- on the systemic level: an ‘expert’-led, technical and rational discipline building on empirical data rather than theory  
• transport as motor of economic growth  
- insufficiently smooth traffic leading to “unproductive” travel time  
→ use of mathematical/econometric computation and forecasting; cost-benefit analysis as principal measurement tool  
→ mono-functional, car-oriented neo-classical planning |
| **sustainable** | • breaking with a purely economic perspective on transport: embracing a wider spectrum of environmental and social aspects  
• transport as key component of a “good city”: economically performant, socially cohesive and diverse, dense and ‘mixed’ use, environmentally-friendly, healthy and participative  
→ shift towards public transport and soft transport modes  
→ stronger links between land-use and transport  
→ more attention paid to individual behaviours and lifestyle  
→ more participative ways of generating transport policies and practices |
| **critical** | • a critique of ‘neo-classical’ and ‘sustainable’ paradigms as technical, quantitative, descriptive and de-politicised:  
- offering technological and behavioural fixes to address social and political problems underpinning transport  
- non-utopian: focused primarily on physical or environmental issues instead of proposing broad social or political visions  
- failing to confront systemic reasons behind un-sustainability  
- euphemising and individualizing structural causes for mobility-related problems  
→ explicit focus on social, political, and economic relations and regulatory frameworks underpinning transport  
→ recognition of issues of gender, race, ethnicity, class, disability and age  
→ recognition of mobility as discriminatory norm and form of capital producing socio-spatial inequalities  
→ critique of entrepreneurial and splintering practices in transport |

*Table 1. Paradigms of academic knowledge about urban transport.*
3.3. Towards a ‘critical’ circuit?

Both the orthodox and sustainable paradigms constitute useful assets in tackling transport and mobility questions: while the former allows to distinguish common mobility patterns and relations, the latter attempts to balance mathematical models and tools by becoming more attentive to social and environmental aspects. In defence of their respective contributions to the advancement of transport theory and methodology, scholars and practitioners from both sides have been engaged in a vigorous debate that has acquired a hegemonic dimension. It tends to exclude views and issues defined in alternative terms to those furthered by orthodox or sustainable circuits, and therefore offers a perspective on urban transport that may be significantly incomplete.

The first important critique of the orthodox circuit concerns its predominantly technical, quantitative, and descriptive character, which enables to frame transport research as a politically neutral and objective activity. The resultant concern with “‘law’ seeking, model building, and the articulation of ‘theory,’” which has long been identified as a significant limitation (Hurst, 1973, p. 168), prevails in contemporary efforts to improve or update orthodox methods such as the cost-benefit analysis. The sustainable circuit thus introduces the issues of governance, environmental damage and social inequality, and identifies not only technological, also legal and institutional challenges related to transport practices. Nonetheless, it also repeatedly refers to a plethora of technological innovations and fixes — i.a. electric and low emission vehicles, biofuels, shared and automated vehicles sharing, urban trams and light rail, bus rapid transit, high-speed rail, tele-work, tele-shopping — for their potential to “regenerate” urban areas (Hickman, Hall, & Banister, 2013). Permeated by technological determinism (Offner, 1993), sustainable future-thinking scenarios thus help escape discussions on contemporary problems (Baeten, 2000) by setting primarily quantitative objectives that while relating to physical or environmental
issues (e.g. CO₂ emissions, energy use) pay much less attention to political or social innovations available (Timms, Tight, & Watling, 2014).

This limitation allows both the orthodox and sustainable vision to individualize and euphemize more structural causes for mobility-related problems. Emphasizing the social dimension of the sustainable paradigm, numerous studies have identified accessibility to transport networks (i.a. to a variety of urban functions, services, and spaces) as a key factor of social inclusion (Bonsall & Kelly, 2005; Casas & Delmelle, 2014; Church, Frost, & Sullivan, 2000; Hine, 2003; Kenyon, Lyons, & Rafferty, 2002; Lucas & Jones, 2012; Preston & Rajé, 2007). However, this body of work tends to equate inclusion with extending one's individual, ‘rational’ choice (i.a. among different housing locations, employment opportunities, transport modes) (Farrington and Farrington, 2005). Moreover, it fails to “explor[e] the broader implication of a comprehensive transport policy” (Beyazit, 2011, p. 130), and to “address issues of power or social position of individual travellers” (Levy, 2013, p. 4). The notion of ‘rational’ individual choice thus structures an essentially normative, moral geography. By praising particular behaviours, lifestyles and modes (e.g. cycling, walking) while condemning others (e.g. commuting by car, flying), it juxtaposes ‘good’ citizens (e.g. public transport users, carpoolers) with ‘bad’ ones. The car driver is an exemplary member of the latter category, “accused of being an individualist, polluting consumer of space, responsible for congestion” and urban sprawl (Reigner, Hernandez, & Brenac, 2009, p. 60). The individualistic and moralising approach also encourages a belief that the transition towards a ‘sustainable’ society is attainable primarily via behavioural means and may addressed a socially diverse audience by uniformly embracing all social strata — from the highly-mobile urbanites to the urban precariat — and is unlikely to produce significant social costs.

This indicates the profoundly post-political character of both orthodox and sustainable circuits, against which a plethora of critical readings attempt to form
a counter-hegemonic circuit, in an attempt to construct an alternative, re-politicized perspective on transport. As the first two circuits euphemize social relations underpinning transport policy and practice, the latter makes an explicit reference to a wide range of socio-political issues including (but not limited to) class, gender, race, ethnicity, disability and age (Clark & Wenfei, 2013; Golub, Marcantonio, & Sanchez, 2013; Hall, 2004; Kaplan, 1996; Law, 1999; Levy, 2013; Sanchez & Brenman, 2010; Sheller, 2014; Sultana, 2005). While orthodox and sustainable scholars rarely refer to political causes behind socio-spatial exclusion, inequality and poverty related to transport, the critical ones share a fundamental recognition of socio-political processes and regulatory frameworks that condition mobility (Aldred, 2012; Dobruszkes & Lanneaux, 2010; Dobruszkes & Marissal, 2002; Hall, 2010; Henderson, 2004; Hurst, 1973; Martens, Golub, & Robinson, 2012; Martens & Van Weelden, 2014; Røe, 2000; Schwanen, Banister, & Anable, 2011; Yago, 1983) and expose the link between depoliticization of transport agendas and “empowerment of an undemocratic and technocratic international environmental elite and the disempowerment of those operating at lower scalar levels” (Baeten, 2000, p. 75).

Whereas the critical literature understands power relations and norms as inherent components of mobility (Butcher, 2011; Hall, 2004; Levy, 2013; Timms et al., 2014), the orthodox and sustainable paradigms attempt to obfuscate them. The orthodox approach explicitly relies on a “framing device of scientification” (Skillington, 1998, p. 460) that reproduces the domination of authoritative figures, primarily engineers, whose ‘expert’ knowledge helps legitimise existing power relations (Flyvbjerg, 1998), while labelling ‘non-expert’, alternative knowledges and perspectives as irrelevant and unwelcome. In a somewhat more conspicuous manner, the proponents of sustainable transport and “good transport planning” (Tight et al., 2011, p. 1584) call for generating policies and practices in a more participative manner (Banister, 2008, 2011a; Banister & Hickman, 2013). This entails embracing a wider spectrum of
for various (informal/bottom-up) urban movements to partake in transport-related formal decision-making (Batterbury, 2003). However, participation is envisioned here as assuming a consensus-building role and building legitimacy and acceptability for the sustainable agenda (Isaksson & Richardson, 2009), rather than providing room for a genuinely political debate in which a variety of mobility scenarios may be considered. “Participatory engineering” (Kaufmann, Jemelin, Pflieger, & Pattaroni, 2008) is thereby further demonstrated to accentuate the privileged position of the dominant actors (e.g. transport and planning authorities) vis-à-vis the dominated ones (e.g. trade unions, civic associations, bottom-up movements) (Epprecht, von Wirth, Stünzi, & Blumer, 2014). “The harmonious and conflict-avoiding —vocabulary” employed by the sustainable paradigm “ignores and silences the deeply contested ways through which the transport system is continuously shaped and transformed, and which inevitably results in a variety of winning and losing interest groups” (Baeten, 2000, pp. 70–71). In other words, unlike the orthodox and sustainable circuits that focus on regulating and altering individual mobility-related behaviours, the critical circuit strives to understand and challenge the social, political, economic and cultural structures that stand behind the ‘unsustainable’ ways in which contemporary transport policy and practice is produced. This allows the critical perspective to raise the question about whose stake and interests are addressed by particular transport policies and practices. It further helps reveal a number of “transport taboos” — concerning inter alia the highly unequal environmental contributions between highly-mobile rich and less-mobile poor, unwillingness of the highly-mobile to reduce their level of mobility, inefficiency of market-based or technology-based solutions in terms of facilitating such a reduction, etc. — the breaking of which “would require transcending neoliberal forms of governance to initiate fundamental sociocultural change” (Gössling & Cohen, 2014, p. 198).

The critical approach thereby demonstrates how capitalist relations underpin transport policy. Exposing the marriage between growth-based economy and
on “belief systems comprising elements of technological innovation, (limited) market-based measures, and (voluntary) behavioral change, [and] ultimately result[s] in ‘path dependency’ and social lock-in” (Gössling & Cohen, 2014, p. 198). Thereby advanced “ecological version of neo-liberalism” (Schwanen et al., 2011, p. 999) has been accused of conceptualizing transport as a territorial asset rather than public service, thus legitimizing socio-spatially divisive splintering (Graham & Marvin, 2001) and entrepreneurial (Harvey, 1989) practices.

4. Tracing academic paradigms in transport policy agendas in Brussels

In the following two sections we turn to the particular case of the Brussels-Capital Region (BCR) to expose how transport and mobility issues are framed by practitioners in this particular socio-spatial context. We begin by analysing how local academics, institutions and citizens’ groups make sense of transport and mobility issues in Brussels by detecting what key problems are defined, what broad visions behind transport are outlined, and what specific solutions are proposed. As shown in Table 2, the material brought out in our interviews enable us to trace the presence of the three above-mentioned paradigms of academic knowledge in three corresponding transport and mobility agendas.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>orthodox</th>
<th>sustainable</th>
<th>critical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>problems</strong></td>
<td>• “too many traffic jams”: traffic congestion due to insufficient road and parking infrastructure</td>
<td>• “too many cars”: car-based mobility leading to diminished quality of PT service and urban environment</td>
<td>• “too much inequality”: car-based mobility as contributor to socio-economic and spatial inequalities as well as to continuous urban sprawl and impoverishment of the BCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>visions</strong></td>
<td>• transport = a rational, expert-led discipline</td>
<td>• transport = a component of sustainable, attractive, and liveable city</td>
<td>• transport = a common good rather than a market commodity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• transport = a motor of economic growth</td>
<td>• transport = a place-based asset for urban attractiveness and competitiveness</td>
<td>• transport = an inherently political issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>solutions</strong></td>
<td>• development of the underground metro as the most efficient and profitable public transport mode</td>
<td>• a plethora of technological and behavioural solutions: from underground metro development to “mobility coaching” and urban drones</td>
<td>• development of dense surface tram network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• development of car infrastructure</td>
<td>• development of entrepreneurial financial solutions (e.g. PPPs)</td>
<td>• substantial reduction of car infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• entrepreneurial financial solutions (e.g. PPPs)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• urban toll =&gt; reduction / deletion of PT fares</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Transport policy agendas in the BCR.*

The orthodox paradigm is clearly identifiable in the dominant agenda that recognises traffic congestion as the fundamental mobility-related problem in the BCR, and continues to dub Brussels “the European capital of traffic jams” (Pop, 2010). Framed as a question of poor road and parking “capacity” and system “performance,” congestion is to be addressed by reviewing and rearranging the transport network in a more “intelligent” and “rational” manner. As one of
directors within the regional mobility authority (Bruxelles Mobilité) admits, “all transport problems are essentially mathematical problems.” Transport engineers are envisioned as “experts” primarily responsible for this task, with no or very little involvement of “non-expert” inhabitants and passengers. For the proponents of the orthodox agenda, including the Flemish Transport Company (DeLijn) that operates within the BCR territory, “participatory procedures are too complicated; although participation is a question of common sense, and you have to include people from the beginning, but if you have to do it five times over and over again, it gets too complicated.”

Further understanding of congestion as detrimental to Brussels’ economic growth leads to a legitimisation of increasingly entrepreneurial and socio-spatially selective conceptualisations of transport envisioned as a place-asset for urban attractiveness and competitiveness. This orthodox agenda thus involves a strong spatial focus on “key corridors and areas” (e.g. the European district, the high-speed-train Brussels South station, the railway link to the Brussels International Airport), while emphasising the necessity to increase mobility opportunities for specific social groups such as the “creative,” “visitor,” or “middle” class. Accordingly, extending the metro network—arguably the most “efficient,” “profitable” and “modern” mode—is identified as the ultimate solution for public transport (PT), at the expense of insufficiently “performant” surface trams and buses. According to the Brussels Intercommunal Transport Company (STIB), “the tram network is limited in terms of its capacity, and once its limits are reached, one must shift towards metro construction—it’s mathematical.”

Furthering development of car infrastructure and continuously opposing to establishing car tolling or restrictive tax systems, this agenda rather aims at “liberating” urban space for a more fluid car circulation. High investment

---

2 Interview with a departmental director of Bruxelles Mobilité.

3 Interview with a regional director of DeLijn.

4 Ibid.

5 Interview with a departmental director of STIB.
and maintenance costs of new metro and car infrastructure are expected to be balanced by entrepreneurial financing tools such as public-private partnerships (PPPs). The acceptance of the car-dominated status quo is summarised by the local branch of the liberal party (MR) contending that “in the current context, the car for a large number of people remains an indispensable instrument, irreplaceable for professional or personal reason, whether one lives in the city or the periphery” (MR, 2014, p. 7).

Similarly to the orthodox narrative, the sustainable agenda also identifies congestion as a major problem, yet perceives it not as a result of inefficient infrastructure, but a major consequence of the predominance of car-based mobility patterns in Belgium. The high share of car use in journeys to and from the BCR amounts to 60% (K. Lebrun, Hubert, Dobruszkes, & Huynen, 2012), the motorisation rate remains high and “the share of company cars in the Belgian fleet always fluctuates around 15%” (Beckx & Michiels, 2014). These factors have been held responsible for diminishing of the quality of PT service, and, as a result, having a negative impact on the broader urban environment. Interviews with local academics, representatives of the regional government, public transport operators and citizen groups reveal widespread reference to the vision of an “attractive,” “liveable” city in which transport policy incorporates notions of poly-centricity and proximity, prioritising the development of PT and “soft” modes of transportation (e.g. bicycles). This transition towards "a convivial, attractive [and] liveable city […] for different people" is to be achieved primarily via “positive” behavioural changes rather than via a reorientation of social, economic and political agendas that are primarily responsible for rendering transport and mobility ‘unsustainable’. Disregard for socio-economic underpinnings of transport reality on the one hand leads to a post-political notion of transport-related policy-making as a fully consensual, conflict-less pathway to “win-win” projects lubricated by citizen participation. Moreover, it denies social costs

---

6 Interview with a member of Atelier de Recherche et d'Action Urbaines (ARAU).
potentially generated by improvement of transport infrastructure (e.g. gentrification):

"Even if beautification of public space through investment in transport may create real estate surplus value and may possibly be accompanied by a complete change of population as a result of rent increase, [one] cannot oppose the return to the city of the highly-educated and high-salaried population [or] accept the impoverishment of neighbourhoods which more and more resemble ghettos."?“Sustainable” solutions proposed for the BCR are predominantly technological and display support for nearly all transport modes, including the development of the metro network paired with surface tram and bus infrastructure, pro-pedestrian planning, and improvements of bicycle facilities. An urban tolling system is discussed to limit the share of car usage, yet important questions about its potential audience, form and price are rarely raised and generally framed as technological challenges. Slightly more out-of-the-box proposals include an aerial metro, urban funicular, urban drones, motorbike taxis and auto rickshaws. Calls for infrastructural development are accompanied by ideas for ‘soft’ policies aiming at providing better information about mobility options (including creation of regional mobility info-points and “mobility coaching”), encouraging companies to outline “mobility plans” and distribute taxi cheques and bicycle premiums to discourage the use of company cars, and promoting tele-work and tele-shopping to reduce mobility needs. However, this plethora of solutions reflects a lack of genuine political will to favour any specific mobility patterns. Consequently, by focusing on the immediate results of car dominance, it fails to effectively question the socio-economic and political causes behind car-based mobility.

These causes are directly addressed by the critical transport agenda in the BCR, according to which car dominance structures socio-economic and spatial inequalities. The continuous political and infrastructural support for car-based
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7 Interview with a mobility expert at Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB).
mobility — embodied by the orthodox agenda and ineffectively challenged by the sustainable one — appears to disregard 35.2% of the BCR households that do not own a car and 40.9% that do not have a bicycle (K. Lebrun, Hubert, Huynen, De Witte, & Macharis, 2013). For a large part of the BCR population, dependence on PT thus appears not as question of choice, but of necessity, thus rendering access to mobility socio-economically uneven, as “public transport in Brussels is very expensive and every year the fares are higher, increasing twice faster than inflation.”

The orthodox pressure for a metro-based development of PT network is further demonstrated to produce spatial inequalities. Outside the metro corridors, access to PT remains low, inducing an ever-increasing amount of transfers, which in turn continue to encourage passengers to consider the car a viable mobility option.

The critical agenda further identifies car-based mobility as one major factors facilitating continuous urban sprawl and consequently impoverishing the BCR by narrowing its residential tax base. It moreover denounces the entrepreneurial agenda of combined focus on capacity and profitability that prompts calls for transport privatisation and liberalisation, and pressurises PT operators to exercise financial cuts and worsen working conditions. The essentially political character of transport practices is thus fully revealed, as “problems related to mobility do not simply call for technical responses concerning optimisation by this or that parameter […], but equally for mediation and choice which require an essentially political decision” (Macharis, Dobruszkes, & Hubert, 2014, p. 10). This allows to observe the intricate relationship between transport policy and voting patterns, as “mass transport system carries many captive users, i.e., poor people without much political clout, immigrants, and young people, who do not vote [while] the people who drive cars belong to a broader and on average more elevated socio-economic spectrum, which doubtless means that they are guaranteed better “access“ to their local elected officials” (Courtois & Dobruszkes, 2008, p. 18). Passengers and users are thus approached as citizens and political
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8 Interview with a member of Brusselse Raad voor het Leefmilieu (BRAL).
agents that have the right to partake in a transparent process of creating transport policies and infrastructure “for instance by having passenger representatives joining STIB and SNCB bodies.”

Mobility is therefore envisioned as an essential public service and fundamental common good conditioning one's access to housing, education, employment, and leisure, rather than being conceived a market commodity. Therefore, instead of proposing socially or spatially selective singular solutions, the critical agenda has put forward a holistic, radical alternative to a car-based mobility mediated by metro-based PT network (L. Lebrun, Carton, & Hubert, 2009). For the proponents of the critical agenda,

“surface public transport should be the priority. In the city where poor people take public transport and richer people use the car, metro might encourage some car-users to use public transport, but it has a negative impact on public space. I'd rather have surface trams, instead of putting public transport underground and leaving the surface for the cars.”

The critical agenda thus calls for a (i) densification of surface tram network providing direct and transversal inter-neighbourhood connectivity and maximising socio-spatial access for the great majority of BCR population; (ii) simultaneous substantial reduction of car infrastructure and introduction of socially-sensitive urban tolling system co-financing PT development (and possible reduction of deletion of fares).

5. From agendas to circuits of transport knowledge

While the three paradigms of academic of knowledge about urban transport appear to resonate into three distinct political agendas in the BCR, their respective performativity appears however uneven. That is to say, these agendas
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9 Interview with a member of Inter-Environnement Bruxelles (IEB).

10 Interview with a member of BRAL.
are inserted into circuits of knowledge backed by actors and institutions controlling uneven resources. Henceforth, we look here at the typologies of stakeholders supporting each agenda, in order to identify specific circuits of knowledge. To do so, we refer to Healey’s metaphor of a triple intellectual, political and infrastructural fix (Healey, 2013) as a means of delineating how stakeholders’ positions and interests cluster around transport agendas in the Brussels’ case. Our results are presented in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>intellectual fix</th>
<th>orthodox</th>
<th>sustainable</th>
<th>critical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>engineers</td>
<td>engineers economists</td>
<td>logistics and mobility experts</td>
<td>ethnographers sociologists political scientists geographers urban planners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liberal fix</td>
<td>liberals (FDF, MR, NV-A, OpenVLD) christian democrats (cdH)</td>
<td></td>
<td>socialists (P.S, SP.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>political fix</td>
<td>technology industry and employers’ federation (Agoria), real estate developers</td>
<td></td>
<td>greens (Ecolo, Groen!) communists (PTB-PVDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infra-structural fix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chamber of commerce (BECI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>public transport operators (DeLijn, STIB, SNCB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>citizen movements (i.a. ARAU, BRAL, IEB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regional government regional mobility authorities (Bruxelles Mobilité) federal authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.* Circuits of transport knowledge in the BCR.
Regarding the orthodox transport agenda, the intellectual fix is largely provided by engineers employed in public transport companies and mobility authorities. While having made virtually no contributions to academic discussions, engineers have acted as “experts” for successive governments since the 1960s, helping frame a political fix around metro-based PT network and thereby liberate surface for car infrastructure (Tellier, 2010). This consensus continues to shape contemporary transport policies in the BCR (Zitouni & Tellier, 2013), and is supported by official programmes of the liberal, christian democrat and socialist parties alike. They are joined by the technology industry and employers’ federation (Agoria), the regional chamber of commerce (BECI) and some real estate actors (e.g. Cofinimmo). While BECI claims that “in certain zones 30% of traffic is related to looking for a parking spot” (Willocx, 2013, p. 10), Agoria points out that mobility problems “make Brussels less attractive for business location and personnel recruitment [...] and are often cited by companies (70%) as possible reason to leave the BCR”\(^{11}\). As reducing car infrastructure is thus considered detrimental to the Brussels’ “business climate”, Cofinimmo concludes that “good accessibility by public transport is not sufficient to guarantee that office spaces will easily find tenants in these places” (STIB, 2012). The regional government shares this perspective considering mobility as main factor behind economic growth. For an ex-Minister-President of the BCR, “mobility serves not only to travel, but to consume”\(^{12}\) and therefore constitutes an instrument of urban competitiveness, therefore validating a socio-spatially selective mobility policy framed in the regional sustainable development plan (Brussels-Capital Region, 2014) and regional mobility plan (Bruxelles Mobilité, 2011). The latter document frames transport as a primarily technical, “expert-led”, de-politicised issue much in tune with the engineer-concocted orthodox intellectual fix, combined with entrepreneurial consent for risk-prone financing schemes and emphasis on international connectivity. Neither Bruxelles Mobilité, nor STIB


\(^{12}\) Own communication with former Minister-President of the BCR.
seem genuinely committed to including the passengers' perspective in transport-related decision-making, as no mobility plan or policy report envisions citizen groups as partners and co-creators of transport policies rather than mere passive clients of transport infrastructure:

“We have to be honest: while an effort has to be made to involve citizens [in transport projects], at some point authorities must assume their responsibility and say, well, we have heard all your points, we have made some decisions, and not we will act on them, so once [the project] is realised, and you're not satisfied, don't vote for me anymore. [...] But in Brussels citizen opposition is a national sport, and authorities start backpedalling once neighbourhood groups or shopkeepers organise themselves”\(^\text{13}\)

This approach is reflected by public transport operators such as STIB and the National Railway Company of Belgium (SNCB) that to an increasing extent operate within the punctuality-oriented logics of “management contracts” signed with regional or federal authorities. Consequently, for STIB “the recipe is simple [as] the commercial speed [of the metro] is high and can reach up to 30 km/h, its regularity is not undermined by traffic congestion, [and] the frequency of its circulation is high” (STIB, 2009, p. 25). Metro development is thus enthusiastically hailed as “utopia that becomes reality.”\(^\text{14}\) The Flemish transport company (DeLijn) further admits that in the time of austerity “a switch from guaranteed access to basic mobility to a more demand-driven organisation of transport offer\(^\text{15}\)” should be considered, legitimising the strategy of linking transport infrastructure to land speculation, in the hope of producing surplus value that could effectively replace public subsidies. The political consensus that upholds economy-driven support for metro as the corner stone of Brussels' PT network is mirrored by multi-level commitment to continue building infrastructure further cementing car-based

\(^{13}\) Interview with a departmental director of STIB.

\(^{14}\) Ibid.

\(^{15}\) Interview with a regional director of DeLijn.
mobility. The federal authorities subsidise the construction of road tunnels and a new metro line, the latter project having been jointly prioritised with the regional government. On the municipal level, the City of Brussels has recently considerably enlarged the pedestrian zone in the historic inner city, but while reducing the accessibility to the zone by surface PT and promoting the establishment of new privately-owned underground car parkings served by a inner-core ring road.

The three fixes structuring a circuit that reproduces the sustainable agenda in Brussels’ transport policy is also clearly distinguishable. A variety of local academics — including sustainable mobility experts (Macharis et al., 2010) sociologists (Hubert, 2008) political scientists (Damay, 2014), geographers (Dobruszkes & Marissal, 2002) and urban planners have established an intellectual consensus around identifying car-based mobility as one of the main culprits behind the decrease of the quality of life in the BCR. The (post-)political banner of “sustainable mobility” is held high by the regional government pledging to reduce the share of individual car usage—that the regional mobility plan (Bruxelles Mobilité, 2011) commits to decrease by 20% by 2018 and the regional sustainable development plan hope to halve by 2040—through generating a modal shift to bicycles, public transport and walking. ‘Sustainable’ slogans have united nearly all political parties. Calls for transport policy aiming to improve the quality of public space, within the context of making the city more liveable have been voiced by citizen movements— inter alia (ARAU, 2008), (BRAL, 2014) and IEB—public transport operators (STIB, DeLijn), as well as business and commerce representatives (BECI; (Willocx, 2013). They seem to agree that a “positive” behavioural shift towards different modes of transport should be stimulated to create a more “mixed,” “creative,” “attractive,” or “shared” urban space. The sustainable option is unanimously depicted as a consensual and conflict-less endeavour. As a regional government representative puts it, “an ‘ideological split’ between the left-wing supporters of investments in tram and bus [network], and right-wing supporters of investment in metro is ‘no longer
Realising “an ambitious project in which everyone is going to win”\textsuperscript{16} often involves instrumentalising citizen participation and silencing the opposition. The resultant lack of infrastructural fix reflects the tendency among the federal and regional authorities, as well as the whole spectrum of political parties, to prioritise a technological and infrastructural antidotes instead of social and political solutions. Their vague policy does not prioritise or privilege any particular mode, and by merely “responding to existing demand instead of reshaping it,”\textsuperscript{18} the car-dominated status quo is sustained if not reinforced. As a local academic puts it, "we don't want to make any choice, and therefore so too much space is left for the car." \textsuperscript{19}

This challenge is taken up by critical intellectuals. Coming from disciplines as diverse as geography (Courtois & Dobruszkes, 2008; K. Lebrun & Dobruszkes, 2012), political sciences (Damay, 2014), sociology (Zitouni & Tellier, 2013), ethnography, and urban planning (Frenay, 2009), these academics have demonstrated that the current mobility paradigm in the BCR contribute to fundamental socio-economic and spatial inequalities, as “there are people that are very mobile, while for others there exist important physical, financial, social and cultural barriers.”\textsuperscript{20} Academics have further recognised the inherently political character of transport strategies “which should not be reduced to the results of estimations made by transport experts” (K. Lebrun & Dobruszkes, 2012, p. 12). They have consequently exposed urban regimes promoting specific transport policies (Tellier, 2010) and called for a transport policy providing citizens with the right to access to a variety of transport modes (K. Lebrun et al.,

\textsuperscript{16} Interview with a cabinet member of the BCR Minister for Mobility and Public Works.

\textsuperscript{17} http://www.be71.be/fr/

\textsuperscript{18} Interview with a BRAL member.

\textsuperscript{19} Interview with a mobility expert at the Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB).

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Ibid.}
2013), rather than a “right to mobility” largely interpreted as unconditional “free-for-all” liberty to own and use a car. They have denounced the link between car-based mobility and urban sprawl impoverishing the BCR. While generating 19% of national wealth, the tax the BCR receives amounts to only 8.5% of the national wealth (Frenay, 2009). At the same time, daily commuters from neighbouring Wallonia and Flanders, who perform 53% of all jobs offered in the BCR (K. Lebrun et al., 2012), contribute to 40% of car traffic in Brussels (Hubert, Lebrun, Huynen, & Dobruszkes, 2013). For a geographer and urban planner from at a local university, this as an aberration [...] This means that the majority of those who inhabit neighbourhoods [close] to their the workplaces, make short journeys with public transport, but have to pay their travel cards in full. Meanwhile, those who live [...] outside the BCR and therefore don’t pay their taxes to the BCR [...], often have their travel cards fully reimbursed. I find this profoundly unfair. [...] It’s abnormal. This is also means that the BCR is under-financed, [and] has never been financially supported enough”

Some intellectuals have therefore proposed to redistribute funds from (individual) car transport to public transport, for instance via an urban tolling system (Hubert, 2008). However, this conceptualised intellectual fix does not appear to translate to a political consensus. Citizen groups to a large extent agree with the critical vision of transport in the BCR (L. Lebrun et al., 2009), but political parties as well as the regional government refer to the critical agenda in very selective manner, usually contradicting their commitment to the orthodox and/or sustainable agenda. As a consequence, there is no infrastructural response to visions and solutions incorporated in the critical transport agenda.

21 Interview with a geographer and urban planner at the Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB).
6. Conclusion

In an attempt to identify different paradigms of knowledge that emerge from the scholarly literature on transport and mobility, we have revealed a dual hegemonic debate between what we label as “orthodox” and “sustainable” paradigms. This ongoing exchange between proponents of neoclassical and economy-driven approach to urban mobility, on the one hand, and advocates of more socially- and environmentally aware conceptualisations of transport as a key component of a ‘good’ city, on the other hand, appears to leave several key political issues out of academic discussions. “Critical” calls for revealing and analysing these issues in view of transforming a wider spectrum of forces that contextualise transport reality, operate on the fringe of this dual hegemonic debate. This leads to an essentially post-political/depoliticised current academic debate about urban transport, consequently sustaining discussions around ‘best practices’ attached to technical, environmental or governance issues.

These findings dovetail with empirical observations about transport agendas and institutional “circuits of knowledge” in Brussels, that is: local agendas and circuits reflect the dominance of “orthodox“ and “sustainable” views, whereas no stable political and infrastructural fix supports the critical agenda. As in the academia, while various elements of the counter-hegemonic critical perspective on urban transport exist, they remain fragmented and unable to effectively circulate and crystallise into a field reshaping transport agendas and policies. The relatively low performativity of the critical paradigm, its frailty, fragmentation and fuzziness translate into the general weakness of critical transport agendas and circuits. It may be tempting to interpret this condition as raising a general questions about the nature of counter-hegemonic circuits of policy knowledge (Massey, 2011), in particular with regard to (non-)performativity of academic actors as agenda-setters in terms of re-formulating the political debate and influencing the process of transport-related policy-making. However, an important question to ask concerns the motivations and resultant (in)actions of actors—academics and
practitioners—engaged in the critical transport circuit. While their engagement in spinning and mobilising alternative policy solutions has been demonstrated—for instance under the label of ‘fast resistance transfer’ (Purcell, 2008)— it becomes evident that we urgently need to know more about the actual ethnographies, sociologies and geographies undergirding this process if we wish to see the critical agenda materialise in actual policy and practice.
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